
The following is a comprehensive list of areas of philosophy with which I am familiar. While
I have not published peer-reviewed articles or monographs in all of these areas, I am prepared
to supervise projects undertaken by advanced students in any one of them.

Students should consult the list to determine whether I would be an appropriate choice for
graduate study supervision. If your primary area of research interest overlaps only partially
with one of the areas listed here, I would encourage you to contact me about the prospect of
working with me.

In the email, tell me about your philosophical background, the question guiding your re-
search, and any conclusion you anticipate will be reached following further study. Indicating
why you believe I would be the correct choice for the supervisory role would also be well
received.

(An asterisk ‘*’ is indicative of supervisory experience at the graduate level in the area.)

• Theories of Truth

– Alethic pluralism*

– Deflationary accounts of truth (e.g., minimalism, redundancy, disquotation)

– Critiques of (direct and mediated) correspondence theory*

• The Extended Mind Thesis

• The Phenomenology of Music and Aboutness/Intentionality*

• Metametaphysics

– Ontological Realism / Anti-realism

– Grounding Relation

– Fundamentality

– Ontological dependence

• Individuation of Events / Actions

• Philosophy of Time*

– Nature of time

– McTaggart’s paradox

– Presentism v. eternalism*

– Temporal experience

– the phenomenology of time

• Topics in Experimental Philosophy*
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– Methodological critiques of experimental philosophy*

– Expertise and intuitive responses to cases*

– Experimental philosophy of Language, Logic, or Mathematics*

– Experimental metaphysics*

• History of early analytic philosophy:

– Austrian realists

∗ Bernard Bolzano

∗ Franz Brentano

∗ Ernst Mally

∗ Alexius Meinong

– British analytical philosophy

∗ G.E. Moore

∗ Bertrand Russell

∗ Frank Ramsey

– Lvov-Warsaw school

∗ Kazimierz Ajdukiewicz

∗ Izydora Dąmbska

∗ Stanisław Leśniewski

∗ Jan Łukasiewicz

∗ Alfred Tarski

∗ Kazimierz Twardowski

– Vienna Circle (1928 - 1939)

∗ Rudolf Carnap

∗ Marja Kokoszynska-Lutman

∗ Arne Næss

∗ Karl Popper

∗ Moritz Schlick

∗ Otto von Neurath
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